
Colony 
Finance



The purpose of this whitepaper is to provide potential purchasers and users with 
the information on Colony’s ecosystem to allow the user to make their own 
decision as to whether Colony and any of the Colony products is right for them. 
Estimates made in this document may be subject to change according to the 
team or votes by the ecosystem.

Colony Break Down



Who we are



Meet the Team



Why nodes just don’t work
Almost all nodes rely on ponzinomics, meaning you need a continuous flow of new investors to support/increase the price, each time this number gets bigger and bigger. Anyone 
who has invested in nodes is probably seeing the crash of all these protocols to name a few Strong, Thor, Power, Hive and the dozens of protocols that have either rugged or just 
failed within 1-2 cycles. In the end these protocols typically reward the early investor if that. Ponzinomics requires someone to lose and it is always the vast majority of investors in 
the protocol.

Most node projects emphasize that they will bring amazing an unique utility to the crypto world. They claim to be the next bitcoin or Ethereum and 99% of the time it never 
happens. Is it true that you can find the next bitcoin or Ethereum in the defi space? Absolutely but the likely hood is almost impossible.

Next, node projects claim that they can have an incredible model for sustainability and are offering 100% ROI in 2-3 months. This in of itself is a failed model. 2-3 percent  daily is 
highly unlikely for the average trader let alone to consistently do it everyday for years on end. It is important to remember most of these defi projects consist of teams of 
programmers NOT Successful investors or forex traders or even day traders. 



Our Solution



Colony NFT’s
Sale of Homes Reward

Type Cost Availability

Reward From 

Sales 

Approximately

Bronze 250 USDT 2000 1000-1250USDT

Silver 500 USDT 1000 2000-2500USDT

Gold 750 USDT 750 3000-3750USDT

Platinum 1000USDT 500 4000-5000USDT



Colony NFT’s
Rental Reward Program

Type Percentage Availability
Reward  Per 

Month

Rental Reward Per 

Year

Bronze 20% 2000 10-12.50 USDT 120 -150USDT

Silver 25% 1000 25-30 USDT 300-360USDT

Gold 25% 750 33-40 USDT 369-480USDT

Platinum 30% 500 60-72 USDT 720-864USDT

The average 2–3-bedroom home rents for 2000-2400 

monthly with 50 homes available we are estimating an 

income of 100-120k per month distributed amongst 

all NFT holders these figures are not exact but should 

roughly be equal to the income that will be generated 

each month



Timeline-Road Map Core Components 

Phase 1

Launch Bronze, Silver, Gold and 
Diamond NFTs

Phase 2

Begin Construction

-Lay foundation down for homes

- Have plumbing and electrical lines 
ready for installation

Phase 3

- Receive Shipment of 
Prefabricated homes and transfer 

to construction Site

- Open Property Management 
company and contact realtors

Phase 4

-Begin Building Homes

-Start Landscaping 

- Release marketing campaign through 
Colony Finance and Marketing team

Phase 5

Begin selling homes and renting 
the available units.



Governance

VOT I N G



Summary



Thank You
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